EVERY PAGE IN THIS CATALOG REPRESENTS $40 DONATED TO

NABU
nabu.org

to support their
global literacy programs
$2,240 to Fund Literacy and Break the Cycle of Poverty

Every page in this catalog represents a $40 donation to the global literacy charity NABU.

The Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) is proud to partner with NABU to help solve the global literacy crisis by developing and providing free access to new children's books in native languages.

At 56 pages, this fall 2022 “Indie Titles for Your Consideration” catalog raised $2,240 on behalf of IBPA member publishers for NABU programs. As a leading publisher of multilingual children's books, NABU uses technology to accelerate children's literacy through a love of reading in their mother tongue. NABU explains, "With over 1 million children served through the NABU app and other programs, NABU has built a huge distribution channel for educational content in low income communities, and is the leading publisher of bi-lingual English and mother tongue children's books in key underserved countries globally."

NABU is currently in seven countries; has over 2,000 Trained Reading Ambassadors; has published more than 350 titles in fifteen languages; has trained over 60 local artists in digital art skills; and has served over 1.1 million children. See for yourself! You'll find four of NABU’s titles featured on page 26 of this catalog.

IBPA members include independent publishers, hybrid publishers, author publishers (a.k.a. self-published authors), university presses, and association presses. We hope you'll take some time to explore their titles featured in these pages. With more than 160 books to choose from, there's something for every reader!

With respect and appreciation for all you do,

Angela Bole
Chief Executive Officer, Independent Book Publishers Association
angela@ibpa-online.org
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IBPA’s core values include Independence and Inclusivity. As a nonprofit association, we are committed to independent points of view and a publishing industry where everyone can tell their story and find themselves in the content they read.

Please note that a listing in this IBPA catalog does not constitute an endorsement of any particular book, author, or publisher by IBPA, its employees, or board members.
SELECT INDIE PUBLISHERS
First title of Scott Blade's million-selling 17+ books in the series of the Jack Widow thrillers.

The Navy SEALs trained him. A secret unit of the NCIS recruited him. Enemies fear him. For elite undercover operative Jack Widow, the news that someone shot his mother, a small-town sheriff, will unleash him.

**Fiction: Mystery & Thriller**

978-1955924320 | $29.99 | Hardcover

978-1955924016 | $19.99 | Paperback

**HOW TO ORDER**

Ingram Wholesale

---

Scott Blade

International bestseller

Scott Blade is a nomadvelist (nomad + novelist). He’s a real life drifter, writing in coffee shops across the world.
This book provides K–8 educators with a roadmap to integrate the inclusive practices of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in their classrooms. Pusateri shows how to develop the UDL mindset and skills to create lesson plans that best meet the needs of all learners.

Jennifer L. Pusateri

Jennifer L. Pusateri is a Universal Design Consultant at the Center for the Enhancement of Learning and Teaching at the University of Kentucky.
Bringing the research-based Universal Design for Learning framework to the workplace, James McKenna shows learning and development professionals practical ways to foster training, onboarding, and professional development that are meaningful, inclusive, and effective.

**Business & Career**
978-1930583962 | $28.00 | Paperback
978-1930583979 | $28.00 | Ebook

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
orders@pssc.com

James McKenna, EdD

James McKenna, EdD, is the Assistant Director of Professional Learning and Leadership Development for the California Collaborative for Educational Excellence.
More than 250,000 copies sold. Published in over 30 languages.

“A charming book…. Shows readers, with humor and zest, how to live in the now and change our futures.”
—Library Journal

“Enthusiastically recommended and ‘user friendly’ reading for anyone seeking to enhance their spirituality, learn to deal with life’s stresses, and improve their physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being.”
—Midwest Book Review

This popular classic shows how to adapt to life’s changes and nurture a mindful happiness in daily life.

Body, Mind & Spirit  
978-0943015576 | $14.95 | Hardcover  
978-0943015538 | $10.95 | Paperback  
978-0943015620 | $9.99 | Ebook

Power Press  
chrisprentiss.com/books  
nigel@publishingcoaches.com  

HOW TO ORDER  
Ingram Wholesale  
New Leaf  
SCB Distributors
A compelling past-life memoir that opens readers to the mysteries & promises of their own spiritual journey

“Profound in the spiritual wisdom it reveals…. Heartily recommended—I adore this book.”
—Lama Palden Drolma, author of Love on Every Breath

“Brilliant and enlightening.”
—Carolyn Rivers, founder of The Sophia Institute

Body, Mind & Spirit
978-0578766829 | $21.95 | Paperback
978-1513690674 | $8.99 | Ebook

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Founder of the Global Peace Initiative of Women, Dena Merriam is a renowned international interfaith leader and has been a student of Paramahansa Yogananda for 45 years.
Emilia Ares is an Armenian-American actress best known for *American Horror Story* and *Bosch*. *Love and Other Sins* is her debut novel. She graduated from UCLA with a BA in economics.
Illustrated by Tellwell Talent

Behaviour is the result of process rather than choice. If those thoughts are intriguing, you may find my book interesting, fresh, original, or perhaps fascinating. The answer is not a simple yes or no. We can do what we want but what we want is a result of process.

**Pyschology | Philosophy**
978-0228837138 | $28.85 | Hardcover
978-0228837114 | $14.99 | Paperback
978-0228837121 | $4.78 | Ebook

**HOW TO ORDER**
Brodart
Ingram Wholesale
Rittenhouse Book Distribution

**Albertus Kral**
Albertus Kral was born in the Netherlands and emigrated to Canada in 1980 becoming a citizen in 2015. The philosopher in Albertus is displayed daily in the manner he uses the Socratic Method of finding answers through a series of questions that began when a friend asked him a question he never forgot…

*Free Will, Do You Have It?*
There is a new outlaw in town—biggest legend, smallest cowgirl. Saddle up and hold on tight for a story that’ll blow your cowboy hat clean off.

Wyoming “Great Read” for the National Book Festival and winner of the SPUR Award.

**Children’s Picture Book: Fiction**

978-0578429458 | $18.95 | Hardcover

“...clap your hands, all four of them, for the legendary horse fly that insects-up to become a rodeo entrepreneur!” —Craig Johnson, author of *Walt Longmire* series

**Children’s Picture Book: Fiction**

978-057829442 | $18.95 | Hardcover

**Casey Day Rislov**

Casey Day Rislov has been sharing her love of reading and writing with young buckaroos since publishing her first children’s book in 2011. She has 7 award-winning children’s books.
FEATURED TITLES BY BILL HARVEY FROM
THE HUMAN EFFECTIVENESS INSTITUTE

PANDEMONIUM
Live to All Devices
“Science fiction spy thriller with deep metaphysical undertones where the future of humankind is at stake… brilliantly insightful scientific speculation… meticulously described science fiction backdrop… mind-bending and thought-provoking.” —BlueInk Review

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-0918538154 | $19.99 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook)

MIND MAGIC
Doorways into Higher Consciousness
“A masterpiece… guides the reader through a real process of Self-discovery… I have found Mind Magic to be enormously useful in my own life and have encouraged my friends to study and use it.” —Helyn Connerr, author of Fish Can’t Climb Trees

Mind, Body & Spirit | Self-Help
978-0918538000 | $23.95 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook)

Bill Harvey
Inventor and media research industry leader, Bill has foretold the future of media for 35+ years. He received an Emmy® Award in 2022 for pioneering technology development.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
New Leaf Distributing
Human Effectiveness Institute

HumanEffectivenessInstitute.org
orders@humaneffectivenessinstitute.org
MNEME (“MEMORY”)  
A Homeric Mystery  
K. Partridge; Illustrated by Barbara Harvey  
“…expertly melds the mythology of ancient Greece with the modern attributes of a whodunit.” —BlueInk Reviews  
“…simply exquisite...truly compelling...very highly recommended....” —D. Donovan, Sr. Reviewer, Midwest Book Review  
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller | 978-0578577364 | $16.95 | Hardcover

WHEN CITIES SINK HOWLING IN RUIN  
K. Partridge  
“...hard to put down.... [A] tale of revenge...and what happens when the entire Mediterranean world falls apart simultaneously....” —Donovan’s Literary Services  
“...immerses readers in the sights and smells of Bronze Age warfare, both on land and at sea....” —BlueInk Review  
Fiction: Historical | 978-0578767895 | $16.95 | Hardcover

BETWEEN FORTITUDE AND FOLLY  
The Incredible True Story of the USS Pope  
K. Partridge  
“Readers are immersed in the terrifying realities of war.... Partridge's skillful creation of credible, conflicted and fearful characters bring it all alive....” —BlueInk Reviews  
“...an engaging blend of fiction and nonfiction....” —D. Donovan, Midwest Book Review  
Fiction: Historical | 978-0578354668 | $16.95 | Hardcover
NONFICTION TITLES BY RIZWAN VIRK FROM

BAYVIEW BOOKS

THE SIMULATION HYPOTHESIS
An MIT Computer Scientist Shows Why AI, Quantum Physics and Eastern Mystics Agree We Are in a Video Game

The Simulation Hypothesis, by bestselling author, renowned MIT computer scientist and Silicon Valley video game designer Rizwan Virk draws from research and concepts from computer science, artificial intelligence, video games, quantum physics, and mystics.

Science | Religion
978-0983056966 | $29.99 | Hardcover
978-0983056904 | $13.95 | Paperback
978-0983056928 | $9.99 | Ebook

THE SIMULATED MULTIVERSE: An MIT Computer Scientist Explores Parallel Universes, the Simulation Hypothesis, Quantum Computing and the Mandela Effect

Do multiple versions of ourselves exist in multiple timelines in parallel universes? The follow up to his bestseller, The Simulation Hypothesis, Virk explains these topics, including the Mandela Effect.

Science
978-1954872035 | $29.99 | Hardcover
978-1954872004 | $14.95 | Paperback
978-1954872011 | $9.99 | Ebook

ZEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Walking the Path of the Career Warrior

Read Zen Entrepreneurship, the book that has inspired entrepreneurs and spiritual seekers worldwide! Based on a true story, this book is about succeeding in life while walking a spiritual path.

Body, Mind & Spirit
Business & Career
978-0983056911 | $14.95 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
bayviewlabs.com/bayviewbooks
books@bayviewlabs.com
INTRODUCING THE LUCHA LEGENDS SERIES FROM

LEXOGRAPHIC PRESS

THE LEGEND OF AGUILA AZUL
Lucha Legends Book 1
Paul Barile; Illustrated by Julio A. Guerra
All Gervasio Garcia wanted his whole life was to be a luchador like the great luchadors he read about as a kid. Follow Gervasio as he sets out to become a star in the crazy, colorful world of Lucha Libra. The first in the Lucha Legends dual language kids book series.

Young Reader: Fiction
978-1734504279 | $12.99 | Paperback

HOPE RISES
Lucha Legends Book 2
Paul Barile; Illustrated by César Ayala
Book 2 in the dual language Lucha Legends series introduces us to Esperanza Guzman who yearns to fight as a luchadora but to get there she has to fight her father, her classmate and the complexities of algebra before she can become Estrella Blanca.

Young Reader: Fiction
978-1958156001 | $12.99 | Paperback

KID CHAOS VS THE SANDMAN
A Kid Chaos Bilingual Story Coloring Book
Paul Barile; Illustrated by Joenel Villalas
Kid Chaos undertakes his most dangerous mission yet, to find the elusive Sandman. 25 full page illustrations to color as you follow along the story, written in Spanish and English. Fun to get your children into another language as well as the world of the Lucha.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1734504286 | $12.00 | Paperback

Lexographic Press
lucha-legends.com
read@lexographicpress.com

HOW TO ORDER
Pathway Book Service
NONFICTION TITLES BY STEPHEN EVANS FROM

TIME BEING MEDIA

A TRANSCENDENTAL JOURNEY
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Edition
Stephen Evans
“Graced with humor, adventure, and wisdom.” —Foreword Clarion Reviews
“Will resonate with any reader who has set out for new places to find something ‘barely remembered, yet vaguely familiar: joy.’”
— Bluelnk Review

Travel
978-1953725288 | $14.99 | Paperback
978-1953725295 | $7.99 | Ebook

LIMEROSITUS: Philosophical Limericks
Stephen Evans
An anapestic journey through Western philosophy, from Aristotle to Zeno. Stephen Evans is an American playwright, philosopher, and author. His works include The Island of Always, Painting Sunsets, and Funny Thing Is: A Guide to Understanding Comedy.

Philosophy
978-1953725264 | $9.99 | Paperback

AS YOU LIKE IT
William Shakespeare
Set entirely in the forest of Arden, this adaptation by playwright Stephen Evans was presented at the Annapolis Summer Garden Theatre, an outdoor summer theater.

Theatre
978-1953725271 | $12.99 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Time Being Media
istephenevans.com
info@TimeBeingMedia.com
FEATURED TITLES FROM
W. BRAND PUBLISHING

GROWING IN THE GRAY
Christian Cook
Krista's freshman growing pains, money trouble, and an attraction to an indecisive guy creates chaos. Should she pursue her dreams in Chicago or move home?

Teen: Fiction | New Adult
978-1956906288 | $30.99 | Hardcover
978-1956906295 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1956906301 | $6.99 | Ebook

DISPATCHES FROM THE COWGIRL
Through the Looking Glass with a Navy Diplomat's Wife
Julie Tully
A cowgirl falls into Africa like Alice falls into Wonderland, and takes you into the world of an American military spouse serving amongst the world's diplomatic corps.

Autobiography & Memoir | Military
978-1956906257 | $32.99 | Hardcover
978-1956906264 | $18.99 | Paperback
978-1956906301 | $6.99 | Ebook

THE MAGICAL LANDS OF MIDENDHIL
The Mission of the Last Keeper
Davide Simon Mazzoli
High school is difficult enough, but when a dark family secret turns Leonardo's life upside down, it's up to him to restore the balance of the entire universe.

Teen: Fiction | Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-1956906158 | $38.99 | Hardcover
978-1956906165 | $14.99 | Paperback
978-1956906172 | $6.99 | Ebook

W. Brand Publishing
Wbrandpub.com
J.brand@wbrandpub.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
THE WORD COLLECTOR
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Matt Tyree
Education Language Arts

978-0998669830 | $27.99 | Hardcover
978-0998669816 | $15.99 | Paperback
978-0998669809 | $4.99 | Ebook

Visually appealing, *The Word Collector* captivates a child’s interest as it blends learning and storytelling, a great complement to language arts lessons. Well-written, beautifully illustrated, the story entertains as it clarifies parts of speech. A brilliant concept!

THE INVISIBLE REALM
A-maze-ing Adventures
Book One
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Matt Tyree and Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Young Reader: Fiction

978-0998669861 | $35.99 | Hardcover
978-0998669878 | $24.99 | Paperback
978-0998669892 | $7.99 | Ebook

A fantastical, magical, and adventurous page-turner, interweaving teamwork and conflict resolution... A reminder of *The Wizard of Oz* and *Alice in Wonderland*. For kids who love imaginative worlds with challenges to conquer.

ARESTI: PLANET OF THE RED GOD
Volume I
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Jodie Walton and Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Teen Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy

978-0999383414 | $42.99 | Hardcover
978-0999383421 | $28.99 | Paperback
978-0999383445 | $8.99 | Ebook

Sixteen-year-old BlaaS Rakendo must join forces, willingly or not, with a special team to safeguard cryptic artifacts and unravel the long-buried scandal they represent. A must-read for readers who love intrigue and danger.

THE PRODIGAL ANGEL
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Fiction: Christian Children’s Picture Book

978-0999383476 | $17.99 | Paperback
978-0999383483 | $5.99 | Ebook

Guardian Angel-to-be Rachel wants more than anything to prove she is ready to help people. The only thing she thinks to do is run away to Earth. But soon after she arrives, she discovers being a Guardian Angel is much harder than she thought.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
bumblemeyer.com
bumblemeyerpub2017@outlook.com

A SELECTION OF TITLES BY EVELYN DUNBAR-WEBB FROM BUMBLEMEYER PUBLICATIONS
FEATURED TITLES FROM

BUTTON POETRY

COMPOSITION
Junious Ward
Poetry
Autobiography & Memoir
978-1638340478
$21.00
Paperback

NEVER CATCH ME
Darius Simpson
Poetry | Memoir
978-1638340485
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1638340539
$18.00 | Ebook

Composition interrogates the historical perceptions of Blackness & biracial identity as documented through a southern lens. Ward unflinchingly explores the way language, generational trauma, loss, & resilience shape us into who we are, & what we will inevitably pass.

Never Catch Me centers on Black boyhood in the midwest & familial disintegration over time. It is an anthem necessary to organize a community committed to a better right now—one that can only be achieved with an intensity and action that goes far beyond the page.

SWEET, YOUNG, & WORRIED
Blythe Baird
Poetry | LGBTQ+
978-1638340492
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1638340577
$18.00 | Ebook

Following her widely successful debut, Baird wastes no time as she reels in her reader with breathtaking imagery & punching narratives. With expert precision and vulnerability, Baird guides us on an expedition embracing queerness, mental health, feminism, and healing.

URBANSHEE
Siaara Freeman
Poetry | LGBTQ+
978-1638340256
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1638340287
$18.00 | Ebook

Urbanhsee is Siaara Freeman's retelling of fairy tales and mythological stories through a modern and urban lens. Siaara Freeman expertly combines humor, fantasy, and raw emotion to create this astonishing reinvention of classic fables.

Button Poetry
buttonpoetry.com
inquiries@buttonpoetry.com

HOW TO ORDER
SCB
NONE WITHOUT SIN
Michael Bradley
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744305951
$24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305623
$19.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744305517 | $6.99 | Ebook
978-0744305982 | Audiobook

A journalist and a minister race to end the murderous spree of a serial killer who practices the Victorian symbolism of sin eating.

HEROES EVER DIE
J. A. Crawford
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744305920
$24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305746
$19.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744305722 | $6.99 | Ebook
978-0744305753 | Audiobook

D-list detective Ken Allen investigates a series of murders—all actors who play superheroes on screen—after his closest friend is framed by the killer.

THE DEAD WON’T TELL
S. K. Waters
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744306019
$25.99 | Hardcover
978-0744306040
$19.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744306057 | $4.99 | Ebook
978-0744306149 | Audiobook

Hired to investigate a cold-case murder involving her former mentor, a journalist’s questions ruffle one too many feathers, putting her family into the killer’s crosshairs.

THE REGISTRATION
Madison Lawson
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744307023
$25.99 | Hardcover
978-0744307047
$19.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744307061 | $4.99 | Ebook
978-0744307092 | Audiobook

In a world where people can kill once in their lifetime, Lynell finds herself on the hitlist of many and has fourteen days to survive.

HOW TO ORDER
IPG, Brodart
Ingram Wholesale
CamCat Books
camcatbooks.com
marketing@camcatpublishing.com
THE MAN OR THE MONSTER
Aamna Qureshi
Teen: Fiction
978-0744305579
$19.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305661
$19.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744305500 | $5.99 | Ebook
978-0744305609 | Audiobook

The sequel to The Lady or the Lion continues the Pakistan-inspired fantasy tale of forbidden love, wherein Princess Durkhanai must choose between love and family.

JESTER
Brielle D. Porter
Teen: Fiction
978-0744305586
$19.99 | Hardcover
978-0744308853
$19.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744306651
$7.99 | Ebook
978-0744306491 | Audiobook

Desperate to survive in a city glutted with power, Lisette competes to become the Queen's Jester. But without magic, she might just lose her head.

INTERGALACTIC EXTERMINATORS, INC
Ash Bishop
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-0744305616
$26.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305869
$20.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744305791 | $5.99 | Ebook
978-0744305845 | Audiobook

Russ finds a mysterious stone in his grandparents' bookstore that attracts an alien predator and encounters Intergalactic Exterminators who insist he join their team—or else.

WHEN THE NIGHT BELLS RING
Jo Kaplan
Fiction: Horror
978-0744306118
$25.99 | Hardcover
978-0744306156
$19.99 | Large Print Paperback
978-0744306316 | $4.99 | Ebook
978-0744306231 | Audiobook

Two women enter an old mine where they find a settler's diary that whispers of haunting horrors, only to realize that the tunnels remain haunted.
SELECT TITLES FROM
FARCOUNTRY PRESS

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A BEAR WITH A PURPLE SMILE?
Laura Budds
Illustrated by Kadie Zimmerman
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1591521143 | $16.95 | Hardcover

How does a bear get a purple smile? From eating sweet, juicy huckleberries found in secret patches in the woods! In this charming rhyming tale, hop along with a family of bunnies looking for a bear wearing a purple smile. Features vibrant watercolor illustrations!

ALONG CAME A COWGIRL
Daring and Iconic Women of the Rodeo & Wild West Shows
Chris Enss
Nonfiction | History
978-1560378136 | $18.95 | Paperback

New York Times best-selling author Chris Enss introduces you to the world of rodeo in the 19th and early 20th centuries—and to the stories of the women whose names resounded in rodeo arenas nationwide.

ALONG THE TRAIL WITH LEWIS AND CLARK (THIRD EDITION)
A Guide to the Trail Today
Barbara Fifer
Nonfiction | History
978-1560378037 | $18.95 | Paperback

Follow the journey of the Corps of Discovery from Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello to the Pacific Ocean and back with this detailed chronicle of the Lewis & Clark Expedition. This third edition guidebook features accessible text combining historical sites and color maps!

WHO POOPED?
Steph Lehmann
Young Reader: Nonfiction
978-1560377269 | $11.95 | Paperback

Identify animals and the clues they leave, create your own trail mix, and learn outdoor safety practices to help protect you, wildlife, and our wild places! Perfect for all young nature lovers (8 and up).

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Farcountry Press
books@farcountrypress.com

Farcountry Press
farcountrypress.com
Lance Bear Wolf, a Crow Indian by birth and an American Special Forces leader, stops with his parents for a casual lunch in Mexico. They are classically in the wrong place at the wrong time when a drug cartel firefight embroils them in mayhem and murder. Payback ensues.

The Body Man protects the secrets of the Presidency. In a town obsessed with dark secrets—where the currency of power is information—The White House has kept The Body Man’s role and secret authority quiet. And now he’s vanished without a trace.

An active-duty Air Force officer discovers her ability to teleport when she’s assaulted. She’s recruited into a secret military unit of other jumpers who use their skills to defeat America’s enemies. A cross between Mission: Impossible and The Justice League!

A killing in Detroit isn’t news on a slow day, but a two-woman FBI-Detroit Police task force and a shadowy CIA team must solve the crime before terrorists can parachute into the open-air opening ceremonies of the World Series to blow themselves up on live TV.
FEATURED TITLES FROM
LUCID HOUSE PUBLISHING

SUSPENSION: A Novel
Andrea Faye Christians
When Carla Thompson falls asleep and doesn’t wake up, she is shocked to discover what destiny has in store for her. Suspended between two worlds, her adventures lead her to a startling revelation about why she was chosen for her strange new role.
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller | Science Fiction & Fantasy

A SEASON IN LIGHTS: A Novel in 3 Acts
Gregory Erich Phillips
Dual stories of artists and lovers striving to make it in New York City. Their sagas are marred by two pandemics: AIDS in the 1980s and COVID-19 today. “One of the most important odes to New York City’s artists and the fragility of life since RENT.” —Nicole Evelina, author
Popular Fiction
978-1950495122 | $18.95 | Paperback || 978-1950495146 | $4.99 | Ebook

PARADISE ROAD: A Memoir
Marilyn Kriete
A restless child of the ’60s, Marilyn yearns for love, hippiedom, and escape from her mother’s control and runs 1,000 miles away to Vancouver at 14. Reminiscent of Wild. “Meet a woman furiously bicycling towards her future.” —Annie McDonnell, The Write Review
Memoir

SPELLBOUND UNDER THE SPANISH MOSS
A Southern Tale of Magic: Book 1 of the Spellbound Series
Connor Judson Garrett and Kevin N. Garrett
“Pitch perfect Low Country fever dream of a hero’s quest. A welcome reminder of the power of family and that the aspects of ourselves which make us different also make us powerful.” —Jonathan Haupt, Pat Conroy Literary Center
Fantasy | Young Adult Fiction
978-1950495054 | $14.95 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Lucid House Publishing
LucidHousePublishing.com
echo@echogarrett.com
SELECT NONFICTION TITLES FROM

MSI PRESS

A THEOLOGY FOR THE REST OF US
Arthur Yavelberg
Religion
978-1950328864 | $14.95 | Paperback
978-1950328604 | $3.69 | Ebook


SINCE SINAI
A Convert’s Path to Judaism
Shannon Gonyou
Religion
978-1957354002 | $19.95 | Paperback

Honest and unflinching, Shannon’s story of coming home to Judaism encourages everyone, of any religion or atheist, to search relentlessly for the place where they belong.

ANDREW’S AWESOME ADVENTURES WITH HIS ADHD BRAIN
Helping Children and Parents to Understand Inattentive-type ADHD
Dr. Kristin Wilcox & Andrew Wilcox
Parenting & Family
978-1957354026 | $16.95 | Paperback

“As an educator, this swift and powerful read provided me a deeper understanding of my students, my [ADHD] son, and myself. I laughed, cried, and sighed in relief.”
—Robyn Almquist

ONE FAMILY: INDIVISIBLE
A Spiritual Memoir
Steven Greenebaum
Autobiography & Memoir
978-1933455464 | $16.95 | Paperback
978-1950328246 | $4.19 | Ebook

Engagingly invites the reader into the deeply spiritual journey of the author to find a way to acknowledge differences without dividing ourselves into competing tribes.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Our story follows a brave little girl, Rachel, who lives in Kansas with her parents and Grandpa. Her journey demonstrates the impact of racism on young children, and the ability to repair self-love while gaining a greater sense of self-pride and inner strength.

Exactly how much do you love mangoes? Do you love them as much as you love the mango tree? Bwiza loves mangoes. She dreams about mangoes and can't wait for them to ripen. Enjoy her story and find out what she learns from the wise old mango tree.

A slow reveal book that children read through to discover what animal it is at the end of the book. Read along and find out what animal is being hinted at.

Can you guess what I am and what I will grow into? Let's discover together.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Aer.io
DON’T MISS IT
Parent Every Week Like It Counts
Reggie Joiner and Kristen Ivy
The authors help parents discover that what they understand about their kids now has the potential to change their kids’ future. That’s why what parents do this week matters. It’s just a phase. And none of us want to miss it.
Parenting & Family
978-1941259689 | $14.99 | Paperback
978-1635701135 | $10.00 | Ebook

JACKSON AND THE NOT-SO-COLORFUL DAY
Amanda Roman-Leak
Illustrated by Anastasia Magloire Williams
Jackson and the Not-So-Colorful Day is a timely, whimsical picture storybook that celebrates cultural diversity from a child’s point of view.
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1635701845 | $24.99 | Hardcover

SEEN: Healing Despair and Anxiety in Kids and Teens Through the Power of Connection
Will Hutcherson and Chinwe Williams
Youth anxiety and depression rates are rising. No parent wants their kid to suffer from despair. This book contains essential information about the dynamics of despair in kids and teens in a clear and understandable way.
Psychology | Religion
978-1635701043 | $19.99 | Paperback | 978-1635701784 | $15.00 | Ebook

MAKE WAVES: A Kid’s Devotional on Changing the World
Kellen Moore
What if, every time kids go for a swim, splash through a puddle, or jump in the water, they remember they were created for a reason? Not just to play in the water, but to make the kind of waves that produce a positive difference in this world.
Young Reader: Nonfiction | Religion
978-1635701814 | $19.99 | Paperback

Orange Books
Orangebooks.com
wholesale@rethinkgroup.org

HOW TO ORDER
Orange Books
HOW TO ORDER
Follett
Ingram Wholesale
Pathway Book Services
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FEATURED TITLES FROM
VIRTUAL BOOKWORM

WEWES, THE PILGRIMS AND THE FIRST THANKSGIVING
Dan Bradford
Young Reader: Fiction
978-0986264627
$16.95 | Hardcover

Collection was written for a monthly Japan Times column called “The Living Past.” Subjects from early prehistory to modern times. The column still runs.

Young Mayflower passenger John Billington arrives in the New World. His understanding and kindness bring Pilgrims and Indian tribes together for the first Thanksgiving.

CIPANGU, GOLDEN CIPANGU
Essays in Japanese History
Michael Hoffman
History
978-1951985035
$14.95 | Paperback
978-1951985042
$9.99 | Ebook

BRIGHTER THAN THE FLAMES
Stefan Scheuermann
Fiction: Historical
978-1638680185
$28.95 | Hardcover
978-1638680178
$21.95 | Paperback
978-1638680192
$9.99 | Ebook

Born to a middle-class German family in 1566, Anna Koob becomes a learned and outspoken woman. Those she frightens want her light extinguished.

THE CABIN IN THE WOODS AND OTHER SHORT STORIES
Matt Shea
Fiction
978-1638680543
$12.95 | Paperback
978-1638680550
$5.99 | Ebook

The Cabin in the Woods and Other Short Stories is the latest release from author Matt Shea. This anthology of enlightenment delivers hope and inspiration!

Virtualbookworm.Com Publishing
virtualbookworm.com
info@virtualbookworm.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Virtualbookworm.Com Publishing
In this memoir and cookbook, Wendel provides a first-hand account of his years cooking for President George W. Bush and his family at Camp David and their Texas home on Prairie Chapel Ranch.

Henry Haller, White House executive chef from 1966 to 1987, shares more than 250 recipes and behind-the-scenes memories of how five first families dined privately and approached formal hospitality publicly.

In this memoir and cookbook, Roland Mesnier, pastry chef to five presidents, recalls the desserts he created for White House State Dinners, formal events, and family celebrations.

Chef Mesnier tells the story behind each of the holiday gingerbread houses he created for display at the White House. More than thirty White House holiday recipes are included.

**HOW TO ORDER**

White House Historical Association
books@whha.org
COOPERATIVE PUBLISHER TITLES

INDEPENDENT BOOK PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
**ART & PHOTOGRAPHY**

**PICTURING FREEDOM**
African Americans & Their Cars (1900–1980+)
Stanley B. Burns, MD & Elizabeth A. Burns

978-1936002122 | $40.00 | Paperback

This 2022 IPPY award-winning book celebrates the photographic history of African Americans and their cars with personal images of the pride and joy of car ownership.

**BIography & MEMOIR**

**FUTURE WIDOW**
Losing My Husband, Saving My Family, and Finding My Voice
Jenny Lisk

978-1735613611 | $27.99 | Hardcover
978-1735613604 | $17.99 | Paperback

“A heartbreaking but forthright, informative, and ultimately forward-looking cancer account.” —Kirkus Reviews

**BIography & MEMOIR**

**BURNING WOMAN**
Memoirs of an Elder
Sharon Strong

978-1647423773 | $16.95 | Paperback
978-1647423780 | $8.99 | Ebook

A love story about the adventure of aging. Artist, writer, and psychologist Sharon Strong treks the Himalayas, creates sculptures for Burning Man, and falls in love.

**DAUGHTER OF SPIES**
Wartime Secrets and Family Lies
Elizabeth Winthrop Alsop

978-1646032747 | $17.95 | Paperback
978-1646032754 | $9.99 | Ebook

In Alsop's journey to understand her parents, she learns that the secrets parents keep are the ones that reverberate most powerfully in their children's lives.

**BIography & MEMOIR**

**FUTURE WIDOW**
Losing My Husband, Saving My Family, and Finding My Voice
Jenny Lisk

978-1735613628 | $9.99 | Ebook

“A heartbreaking but forthright, informative, and ultimately forward-looking cancer account.” —Kirkus Reviews

**HOW TO ORDER**
Burns Archive Press
burnsarchive.com/picturingfreedom
books@burnsarchive.com

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services
shewritespress.com
maskartist44@gmail.com

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Regal House Publishing
regalhousepublishing.com
pamvandyk@regalhousepublishing.com

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Bluhen Books
bluhenbooks.com
jenny@bluhenbooks.com
AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

THE KONAR AND THE APPLE
Fun, Beauty, and Dread—From Ahwaz to California
Babak Hodjat
978-1735486017
$14.99 | Paperback
978-1735486031
$6.99 | Ebook

From one of Silicon Valley’s AI pioneers comes this endearing and relatable coming-of-age memoir set against the backdrop of post-revolutionary Iran.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Dastaan Publishing
dastaanpublishing.com
info@dastaanpublishing.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

THE RIBBON UNTIED
A Journey to Finding a Family
Ann Eklund
978-1737211723
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1737211716
$7.99 | Ebook

“Through ‘putting a jigsaw puzzle together’ from hundreds of saved photos, documents, and personal letters…the story is well-paced and chronological…” —Publisher’s Weekly

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
The Ribbon Untied
theribbonuntied.com
aeklund1@icloud.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

THE LONG ROAD TO HAPPY
A Sister’s Journey Through Her Brother’s Disabilities
Diane Morrow-Kondos
978-1937054564
$24.00 | Hardcover

Parents of the disabled can feel isolated, but siblings can feel invisible—even to their parents. A candid look at a sister and brother who found their way to happy.

HOW TO ORDER
Brodart, Follett, Ingram Wholesale
The RoadRunner Press
theroadrunnerpress.com
info@theroadrunnerpress.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

THE TOMPO OF THE RINGING
A Rock and Roll Memoir
Tracy Santa
978-1943829415
$16.95 | Paperback

Growing up in Rock and Roll.
“Rock and Roll could be unforgiving, promising nothing…and often making good on that promise.”
—Warren Zanes, Tom Petty: The Biography

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Rhyolite Press
rhyolitepress.com
info@rhyolitepress.com
IIIIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

TWICE A DAUGHTER
A Search for Identity, Family, and Belonging
Julie Ryan McGue
978-1647420505
$16.95 | Paperback

“G a captivating and movingly elegiac memoir.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Traces the history of a “cursed” book that once belonged to the chief judge of the 1692 Salem witch trials.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Protean Press
proteanpress.com
richardbrewster41@gmail.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

WITCHCRAFT LEGACY
Stories from the Big Attic
Richard Warren Brewster
978-0991352067
$19.95 | Paperback
978-0991352081
$9.99 | Ebook

THE BOOK OF COMFORTS
Simple, Powerful Ways to Comfort Your Spirit, Body & Soul
Patricia Alexander and Michael Burgos, MFT
Illustrated by Dean Andrews
978-0977322909 | $19.95 | Hardcover

“Provides a place of peace, relaxation & generative action in times of fear and insecurity. Inspiring & practical.” —Angeles Arrien, PhD, author of The Four-Fold Way

HOW TO ORDER
New Leaf Distributing Company
Blue Epiphany
bookofcomforts.com
Patriciaemilyalexander@gmail.com

BIOGRAPHY

UNDETTERED
How One Determined Vietnamese Orphan Carved Out A Place for Himself in America
Bruce Carlin
978-8985622706 | $3.99 | Ebook

Undeterred is a moving ride through the life of one determined Vietnamese orphan who, despite the bigotry and hate he faces, finds success in America.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
3Ninas Publishing
Kathleen@kathleenkaiser.com

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT

THE BOOK OF COMFORTS
Simple, Powerful Ways to Comfort Your Spirit, Body & Soul
Patricia Alexander and Michael Burgos, MFT
Illustrated by Dean Andrews
978-0977322909 | $19.95 | Hardcover

“Provides a place of peace, relaxation & generative action in times of fear and insecurity. Inspiring & practical.” —Angeles Arrien, PhD, author of The Four-Fold Way

HOW TO ORDER
New Leaf Distributing Company
Blue Epiphany
bookofcomforts.com
Patriciaemilyalexander@gmail.com
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT

COMI
How to Consciously Overcome Mental Illness
Nancy Lynne Harris, MA
978-0998560373
$13.99 | Hardcover
978-0998560359
$8.99 | Paperback
978-0998560366
$3.99 | Ebook

By thinking “I love & approve of myself,” you gradually raise the level of your spiritual energy and heal yourself from depression, alcoholism, drug abuse, and Alzheimers.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
GodSpirits United
NancyLynneHarris.com
nancyharris.gsu@gmail.com

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT

DEEP LIVING WITH THE ENNEAGRAM
Recovering Your True Nature
Roxanne Howe-Murphy, EdD
978-0979384738
$32.95 | Paperback
978-0979384745
$9.95 | Ebook

“Learn to be true to yourself without getting trapped in your personality. Here freedom and deep living begin.” —C. Northrup, MD

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Enneagram Press
Enneagrampress.com
roxanne@roxannehowemurphy.com

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT

DOORWAYS TO TRANSFORMATION
Everyday Wisdom for the Creative Soul
Karen Kinney
978-0998939520
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0998939537
$9.99 | Ebook

“Kinney is a trustworthy guide along the path of living an authentic and integrated creative and spiritual life.”
—Colette Lafia, author of The Divine Heart

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Winged Bird Press
karenkinney.com
karen@karenkinney.com

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT

I AM WHO I AM
Trials and Tribulations of a Resolute Recruit
Sir EJ Drury II
978-0979702365
$20.95 | Paperback

Journey of a resolute recruit stuck on a great gray man-o’-war from which he can free no man of war, lesson ye buy his story.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Rivendell Books
rivendellbooks.com
butch@rivendellbooks.com
**BUSINESS & CAREER**

**FIRED!**
Protect Your Rights & FIGHT BACK If You’re Terminated, Laid Off, Downsized, Restructured, Forced to Resign or Quit
Steven Mitchell Sack
979-8985790610  $24.99 | Paperback
979-8985790627  $19.99 | Ebook

First-aid kit for surviving a firing. Attorney Steven Mitchell Sack (The Employees Lawyer®) tells how to fight back, cut a deal, protect rights, and land firmly on your feet.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Brodart, Ingram Wholesale
Legal Strategies Publications
LegalStratPub.com | SackBooks@gmail.com

**PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN THE HYBRID WORKPLACE**
Phil Simon
979-8985814729  $32.95 | Hardcover
979-8985814705  $23.95 | Paperback
979-8985814712  $9.95 | Ebook

Phil Simon covers how team leads, project managers, and product owners can successfully navigate a world in which anyone can be working on anything, anywhere, at any time.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Racket Publishing
racketpublishing.com | phil@philsimon.com

**GOOD INFLUENCE**
How To Engage Influencers For Purpose and Profit
Paul Katz
979-8986326108  $19.99 | Paperback
979-8986326115  $9.99 | Ebook


**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Entertain Impact | goodinfluencebook.com
info@goodinfluencebook.com

**CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION**

**CAMMIE’S BIG DREAM**
C.M. Harris
Illustrated by Shifa Annisa
978-1639189922  $12.99 | Paperback

A dream becomes more than just a dream in this paw-some story. Cammie discovers the meaning of selflessness and helping others through philanthropy and entrepreneurship.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Purple Diamond Press
purplediamondpress.com
info@purplediamondpress.com
I AM DIFFERENT
Crystel Patterson
Illustrated by Briana Young
978-1956468038 $17.99 Hardcover
978-1956468021 $13.99 Paperback

Three kids who face ridicule and teasing find support from their family and friends, who embrace them with love and warmth. Prompts encourage deeper discussions with kids.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Inspired to Be...
crystelpatterson.com
info@crystelpatterson.com

ICE CREAM WITH GRANDPA
A Loving Story for Kids About Alzheimer’s & Dementia
Laura Smetana
Illustrated by Elisabete B. P. de Moraes
978-1737140924 $19.99 Hardcover

“A moving, effective resource for conversations in the face of dementia and loss.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Includes expert guide for parents on dementia, hospice, death, and grief.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Flying Cardinal Press | laurasmetana.com
info@flyingcardinalpress.com

THE KINGDOM WITHOUT RHYME
Maurice M. Hebert
Illustrated by Megan E. Tennant
978-0998331928 $19.95 Hardcover

The King has declared that “it is now a crime at any place and any time to read, speak, or write anything that rhymes.” A curse, hidden words, adventure, rhyme, and more!

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Itasca, Xulon Press
Mograce Publishing
mogracepublishing.com/welcome-booksellers
mogracepubs@gmail.com

LEO THE GOAT
A Story of Friendship, Playfulness and Creativity
Ellie Archer
Illustrated by Bazma Ahmad
978-1088034576 $17.00 Hardcover
979-8986380902 $7.50 Paperback

The story is about three kids, their adventures with the goat named Leo and starting a goat food business. Leo The Goat was written by a 6-year-old during COVID lockdown.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
The Beautiful Mind Press
thebeautifulmindpress.com
info@thebeautifulmindpress.com
**INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM**

**IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS**

**CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION**

**THE NODDERS**
What! You Don’t Want to Nap?
Tina Huggins
Illustrated by Brian Schmidt
978-1643438320
$16.99 | Hardcover

*Also available as an Ebook*

A book alive with whimsy, enchantment and stunning illustrations crafted to charm little ones into napping. Every child needs to rest, which helps grown-ups be their best.

**HOW TO ORDER**
APG Distributors, Ingram Wholesale
Beaver’s Pond Press
beaverspondpress.com
tinahuggins@appsolutely.org

**CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION**

**RED AND GREEN AND BLUE AND WHITE**
Inspired by a True Story
Lee Wind
Illustrated by Paul O. Zelinsky
978-1646140879
$17.99 | Hardcover

Five starred trade reviews!
“Lyrical…[a] moving historical tale that encourages taking a stand.”
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Beautiful.” —The New York Times

**HOW TO ORDER**
Chronicle Books
levinequerido.com

**CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION**

**STICKY ICKY VICKY: COURAGE OVER FEAR**
Alysia and Michael Ssentamu
Illustrated by Noor Alshalabi
978-0645129304
$12.99 | Paperback
978-0645129311
$3.99 | Ebook

This award-winning book features Vicky, who loves getting sticky and icky. But when it comes to water, her fear prevents her from joining in the fun.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Pixel Publishing House
StickylickyVicky.com
hello@stickylickyvicky.com

**CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION**

**STICKY STORIES**
Barefoot Buddies Make a New Friend
Beach Blum
978-1662409202
$26.95 | Hardcover
978-1662409189
$16.95 | Paperback

Barefoot Buddies is a story about kindness, trust, loyalty and the commitment of friendship.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Follett, Rittenhouse Book Distribution, Seattle Book Company
Page Publishing
Pagepublishing.com
k88db@yahoo.com
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CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

TO SNAIL OR NOT TO SNAIL
S.J. Russell
Illustrated by Kaity Lacy
978-1955517041 | $21.99 | Hardcover
978-1735830636 | $10.99 | Paperback

To Snail or Not to Snail captures the magical moment a snail and a bee say “hello” and ponder how different it would be if they couldn’t do the wonderful things they do.

HOW TO ORDER
Archimedes Printing Shoppe and Sundry Goodes
archimedesprintingshoppe.com
orders@archimedesprintingshoppe.com

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: NONFICTION

ALEX THE WONDER LAMB
Go Gona Go Series
Carla Crane Osborne
Illustrated by Michael Crane
978-1735991634 | $15.99 | Hardcover

Come with Gona on another adventure as she helps Alex discover the wonders of life on the farm and the places their imagination can take them.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Gona Publishing
gonasreadingranch.com
osbornecarla@gmail.com

EDUCATION

SEE THE WORLD THROUGH PATTERNS
Robert Barkman, PhD
978-0998148014 | $22.00 | Paperback
978-0998148021 | $15.00 | Ebook

Make amazing discoveries by becoming pattern smart! Through stories and exercises, this book engages readers in learning what patterns are and how diverse they can be.

HOW TO ORDER
Clear Message Press
clearmessagemedia.org/press
press@clearmessagemedia.org
“A devoutly anorexic man sees the future via binge-eating. “...unabashed and unafraid, will please readers who prefer their fiction to break ground and boundaries...” —BookLife

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Art Cult Books
artcult.org | artcultbooks@gmail.com

“A town transformed by a star-crossed relationship 100 years in the past, drawing the reader in with incredible fluidity and empathy.”
—Indie Reader

HOW TO ORDER
IPG
Regal House Publishing
regalhousepublishing.com
editor@regalhousepublishing.com

Forget Law and Order and My Cousin Vinny. Join Steve Cole as he fights to defend his clients against an unscrupulous court system.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
ARJ Publishing
billjaquette.com
jaquettebill@gmail.com

Tragedy Powell tries to feel she has it all—until her and her husband’s perfect life online becomes a whirlwind of spilled secrets about Tragedy’s drinking...

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
AALBC Publishing
AALBC.com
troy@aalbc.com
**FICTION**

**TREASURE OF THE BLUE WHALE**
Steven Mayfield
978-1646030040
$16.95 | Paperback
978-1646030316
$9.99 | Ebook

“A charming, nostalgic story full of lively characters, entertaining escapades, and dramatic flourishes, punctuated by delightfully farcical humor.”
—Indie Reader

**HOW TO ORDER**
IPG
Regal House Publishing
regalhousepublishing.com
editor@regalhousepublishing.com

**FICTION: HISTORICAL**

**ANSWERING LIBERTY’S CALL**
Anna Stone’s Daring Ride to Valley Forge
Tracy Lawson
978-1647045388
$27.95 | Hardcover
978-1647045432
$17.78 | Paperback

While on a 200-mile journey with life-sustaining supplies for her loved ones at Valley Forge, Anna thwarts a plot to overthrow General Washington.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Gray Lion Books
publish.com
tracylawsonbooks@gmail.com

**FICTION: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN’S**

**THE WOMAN UNDERWATER**
Penny Goetjen
978-1733143943
$16.95 | Paperback
978-1733143950
$9.99 | Ebook

“A vivid and poignant story of a woman haunted by an unsolved mystery from her past. I gulped it down in a single day.”
—Megan Collins, author of *The Family Plot*

**HOW TO ORDER**
Brodart, Ingram Wholesale
Secret Harbor Press
secretharborpress.com
secretharborpress@gmail.com

**FICTION: HISTORICAL**

**CHAMPAGNE WIDOWS**
First Woman of Champagne, Veuve Clicquot
Rebecca Rosenberg
978-1732969919
$16.00 | Paperback
978-1732969926
$9.99 | Ebook


**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Lion Heart Publishing
rebecca-rosenberg.com
rebecca@rebecca-rosenberg.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: HISTORICAL

CHATEAU LAUX
A Story of Colonial America
David Loux
978-1954065017
$15.99 | Paperback
978-1954065000
$4.99 | Ebook

“A haunting, eloquent, and engaging historical drama.” —Kirkus Reviews
“A beautiful piece of storytelling.” —Midwest Book Review
“A masterpiece.” —Coffee Pot Book Club

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Wire Gate Press | wiregatepress.com
WireGatePress@gmail.com

DEAD LETTERS FROM PARADISE
Ann McMan
978-1612942353
$19.95 | Paperback
978-1612942360
$9.99 | Ebook

A spinster postal investigator and a spunky 10-year-old team up to search for the mercurial sender of undeliverable letters to the town’s 18th-century hortus medicus.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Bywater Books
bywaterbooks.com
salemwestbywater@gmail.com

FICTION: HISTORICAL

ELLIS RIVER
Nicki Ehrlich
979-8985997408
$15.99 | Paperback
979-8985997415
$4.99 | Ebook

The Civil War scattered her family. Disguised, and with her spirited horse, a young woman navigates war-torn country to collect what’s left of her life. Publishes September 2022.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Bay Feather Books
nickiehrlich.com
nicki@bayfeatherbooks.com

JUSTICE FOR ALL
Phyllis Greenbach
978-0578283463
$19.95 | Paperback

An unlikely series of events links Santiago, an undocumented teenage boy; to Rachel, a do-gooder teacher; to Stuart, a resort manager; and to Banning, his playboy boss.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Phyllis Greenbach
phyllis.greenbach@gmail.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM

IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: HISTORICAL

THE MYRTLE WAND
Margaret Porter
979-8985673494 $15.95 | Paperback
979-8985673449 $5.99 | Ebook

A valiant and resourceful princess confronts love, loss, intrigue, and destiny at King Louis XIV’s scandalous court in this reimagining of the classic ballet *Giselle*.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Gallica Press
margaret@margaretporter.com
gallicapress.com

FICTION: HISTORICAL

NOT JUST ANOTHER WAR STORY
Wayne G. MacDowell
978-1937801465 $19.95 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook

One of the most compelling World War II stories in many years, masterfully woven. Experience the action-packed air battles as the airmen struggle to survive. Maps included.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
DocUmeant Publishing
DocUmeantPublishing.com
waynemacdowell@aol.com

FICTION: HISTORICAL

ON THE PRECIPICE OF THE LABYRINTH
Brian Snowden
979-8885250979 $15.99 | Paperback
979-8885250962 $11.99 | Ebook

A young American learns Spanish and hears about the turmoil in Spain in the 1930s. He sets out on a journey of discovery but is soon involved in a perilous odyssey.

HOW TO ORDER
Primedia eLaunch
primediaelaunch.com
info@primediaelaunch.com

FICTION: HISTORICAL

RUN WITH THE HARE, HUNT WITH THE HOUND
Paul M. Duffy
978-1947976344 $30.00 | Hardcover
978-1947976351 $5.99 | Ebook

Captured by the Norman Hugo de Lacy, Alberic is set on a collision course with his former master. Can he navigate revenge and betrayal to find his place in a new kingdom?

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Cennan Books of Cynren Press
cynren.com
sales.media@cynren.com
**FICTION: HISTORICAL**

Shiloh of Nazareth: In The Fullness of Time is a women's story two thousand years ago in the Middle East. Volume one of a trilogy.

**SHILOH OF NAZARETH**
Ralph Chapek
978-0578761183
$25.00 | Hardcover

*HOW TO ORDER*
Chaucer's Books
Santa Barbra Production
rchapek@earthlink.net

**FICTION: HORROR**

In 1955, a small group of people shelter in place from a hellish deluge. Can they survive the flood as well as a shape-shifting killer in their midst? On sale 9/21/2022.

**HELL SPRING**
Isaac Thorne
978-1938271533
$27.99 | Hardcover
978-1938271540
$14.99 | Paperback
978-1938271557
$2.99 | Ebook

*HOW TO ORDER*
Ingram Wholesale
Lost Hollow Books
isaacthorne.com
owner@isaacthorne.com

**FICTION: LITERARY**

How does your family’s history define you? Marriage of the Smila-Hoffmans, a sweeping novel that delves into love, history, trauma, and art, provides the answer.

**MARRIAGE OF THE SMILA-HOFFMANS**
Maryann D’Agincourt
979-898603716
$29.99 | Hardcover
978-1736053676
$19.99 | Paperback
978-1736053683
$5.99 | Ebook

*HOW TO ORDER*
Ingram Wholesale
Portmay Press
portmaypress.com
publisher@portmaypress.com

**FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER**

Famous astrologist Agnes Sants pleads guilty to murder. Her gifted, pre-teen son Zar says she's lying. Dee Rommel must find the truth—in nine days.

**9 DAYS: A Dee Rommel Mystery #2**
Jule Selbo
978-1950627554
$29.99 | Hardcover
978-1950627530
$18.99 | Paperback
978-1950627561
$5.99 | Ebook

*HOW TO ORDER*
Ingram Wholesale
PandaMoon Publishing
pandamoonpub.com
elgon.williams2@gmail.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

ADD CYANIDE TO TASTE
A Collection of Dark Tales with Culinary Twists
Karmen Špiljak
Illustrated by Luka Rejec
978-6500263886 $11.99 | Paperback
978-6500263879 $4.99 | Ebook

A sinister cook, a cursed cake, and a dinner between neighbours that goes murderously wrong. 14 culinary mysteries with recipes. 2022 IndieReader Discovery Awards Winner.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Karmen Špiljak
karmens.net | karmen@karmens.net

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

DIOR OR DIE
Laura Akers
979-8985322156 $14.95 | Paperback

She’s survived dangerous missions for the government, but can she survive life among the rich? If you love a mix of Jack Reacher and Stephanie Plum, buy this book now.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
Light Force Press
lauraakers.com
Laura@LauraAkers.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

BITCOIN
Hunt for the Genesis Block
Fitz Moneda
978-1954921023 $15.99 | Paperback
978-0645129311 $3.99 | Ebook

When the Genesis Block, the first Bitcoin ever mined, mysteriously disappears along with one million other bitcoins, the crypto world is turned into a frenzy.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Open Source Publishing
opensourcepub.com
Gerardo@opensourcepub.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

THE LONELY ASSASSIN
Milan Thriller Series
Book 4
Jack Erickson
978-0941397216 $19.99 | Paperback
978-0941397186 $4.99 | Ebook

An assassin sent by Putin to Milan meets a beautiful Italian woman who probes into his emotional life. On a dangerous mission, the assassin realizes he's in a deep crisis.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
RedBrick Press
RedBrickPress.net
info@redbrickpress.net
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

YOU WILL KNOW VENGEANCE
A Tanto Thriller
W. A. Pepper
978-1958011027
$24.99 | Hardcover
978-1958011010
$14.99 | Paperback
978-1958011003
$4.99 | Ebook

“This book belongs on the shelves of any library devoted to building a solid, exceptional collection of thriller novels...a powerful saga.”
—Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Hustle Valley Press
wapepperwrites.com
wapepper@hustlevalleypress.com

CRYSTAL LAKE INN
Susan W. Green
979-8486928291
$24.99 | Hardcover
979-8532843523
$14.99 | Paperback
979-8985311419
$5.99 | Ebook

Crystal Lake Inn is an award-winning wholesome romance novel that sprinkles humor and mix-ups throughout the journey of Cassidy and Jack finally finding their happy ending.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Susan W. Green
booksbysusanwgreen.com
susan.w.green@gmail.com

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

CHAMBERS OF THE HEART
Speculative Stories
B. Morris Allen
978-1640765207
$29.00 | Hardcover
978-1640765191
$14.00 | Paperback
978-1640765184
$6.00 | Ebook

“A marvelously varied and heart-tugging collection of tales. [In the] lineage of James Tiptree and Algis Budrys...remarkably effective.”
—Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Metaphorosis Publishing
books.metaphorosis.com
outreach@metaphorosis.com

THE FIRST ROBOT PRESIDENT
Robert Carlyle Taylor
Illustrated by Arvind Patel
978-1734646290
$28.95 | Hardcover
978-0578372426
$18.95 | Paperback
979-8201932954 | $5.95 | Ebook

“...a sparkling satire...a political comedy the reader can enjoy whatever their partisan affiliation.” —Readers' Favorite
Winner, 2022 Independent Press Award in Science Fiction.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Reflection Bay Press
robertcarlyletaylor-author.com
robertcarlyletaylor@gmail.com
INFORMATION TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

GRAPHIC NOVEL

DARK CLOUD
Sandra Wolff
Illustrated by Jared Barel
978-0578934754
$19.95 | Paperback
978-1087996080
$12.00 | Ebook

“Dark Cloud is a must read for fans of dystopian fiction, even for those unfamiliar with the graphic novel format.”
—Self-Publishing Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
De la Frontera Press
DarkCloudOnline.com
Sandra@DarkCloudOnline.com

UNDERSTANDING MODERN HEALTH CARE
The Wonders We Created and the Potholes We Dug
Steve Fredman, MD
978-0578883175
$14.95 | Paperback

Two hundred years ago man learned our world is full of tiny cells and microscopic organisms, and the centuries-old struggle to control illness began.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Steve Fredman
stevefredman@hotmail.com

HEALTH & FITNESS

HEALTH & FITNESS

HISTORY

ENSLAVED, INDENTURED, FREE
Five Black Women on the Upper Mississippi, 1800–1850
Mary Elise Antoine
978-0870209895
$24.95 | Paperback
978-0870209901
$15.99 | Ebook

Evocative portraits of five Black women and their paths to freedom. Creates a fuller picture of slavery, servitude, and freedom in the Upper Mississippi in the 1800s.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Chicago Distribution Center
Wisconsin Historical Society Press
wisconsinhistory.org/whspress
kristin.gilpatrick@wisconsinhistory.org

FOREFATHERS MONUMENT GUIDEBOOK
How the Pilgrims Established Self-Government at Plymouth Colony
Michelle Gallagher
978-1737901600
$39.00 | Paperback

144 pages of stunning photos and portraits. “If you want to learn how the Pilgrims paved the way for America’s freedoms—you need to read this book!” —William J. Federer

HOW TO ORDER
Proclamation House
proclamationhouse.org
info@proclamationhouse.org
Killing Magellan reveals the untold clever native conspiracy that resulted in Ferdinand Magellan’s defeat and death in the pre-Philippines in Southeast Asia in 1521.

**How to Order**
- Ingram Wholesale
- Goldphin Media
- myrnadelapaz.pubsitpro.com
- myrnamulhern@gmail.com

“Gave this to a golfing friend who has everything! He loved it!” —J.G., reader review
Funny and true golf tales, insane golf courses, and much more! A perfect gift for any golfer!

**How to Order**
- Ingram Wholesale
- Pacific Trust Holdings NZ | teamgolfwell.com
- bruce@teamgolfwell.com

Mallory has so many blind spots he can’t see where he’s going at all.

“An exceedingly kooky protagonist drives this touching, silly adventure.” —Kirkus Reviews

**How to Order**
- Ingram Wholesale
- Real Nice Books
- realnicebooks.com
- Realnicebooksrights@gmail.com

A lively tour of the Four Corners Region of the American Southwest, as told by an acclaimed author who has spent over 40 years exploring it.

**How to Order**
- Ingram Wholesale, Mountain Press
- atenera.com
- publisher@atenera.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM

IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

NONFICTION

LAILA: HELD FOR A MOMENT
A Memoir
Leah Mele-Bazaz
978-1955119337  $14.99 | Paperback
978-1955119344  $6.99 | Ebook

In this heart-wrenching memoir of loss, Leah Mele-Bazaz shares her inspiring journey from anguish to newfound hope and healing after losing a child.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Kat Biggie Press
katbiggiepress.com
info@katbiggiepress.com

LEADING INCLUSION
Drive Change Your Employees Can See and Feel
Gena Cox, PhD
978-1774581797  $29.95 | Hardcover
978-1774581803  $9.99 | Ebook

“An uncommon blend of storytelling, psychological science, and leadership insights.”
—Dorie Clark, Wall Street Journal—bestselling author, The Long Game

HOW TO ORDER
Macmillan Canada, Raincoast Books
Page Two
pagetwo.com
genacox@feelshuman.com

POETRY

ALREADY KNEW YOU WERE COMING
Sarah Nnenna Loveth Nwafor
978-1735886459  $15.00 | Paperback

Sarah Nnenna Loveth Nwafor’s debut poetry chapbook Already Knew You Were Coming is a tender exploration of loneliness, queer identity, and codependance.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Game Over Books
gameoverbooks.com
info@gameoverbooks.com

POLITICAL & CURRENT EVENTS

THE COINTELPRO PAPERS
Documents from the FBI’s Secret Wars Against Dissent in the United States
Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall
978-1574782158  $24.95 | Paperback

In The Cointelpro Papers, Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall’s exposé of the FBI reveals the iron fist hiding beneath the velvet glove of “compassionate conservatism.”

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Black Classic Press
blackclassicbooks.com
april@blackclassicbooks.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

POLITICAL & CURRENT EVENTS

RESTORE OUR DEMOCRACY
The Case for Equality and Justice
Werner Neff
978-1649990891
$9.97 | Paperback
978-1649990907
$4.97 | Ebook

Refresh the knowledge of civics of the American democracy. Have a look back at the original ideas and values which made this country great!

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Werner Neff
restore-our-democracy.com
wer.neff@gmail.com

SOMETIMES FARMGIRLS BECOME REVOLUTIONARIES
Notes on Black Power, Politics, Depression, and the FBI
Florence L. Tate and Jake-Ann Jones
978-1574781649
$18.95 | Paperback

Sometimes Farmgirls Become Revolutionaries is the story of civil rights organizer Florence Tate. She became a mother-of-the-movement, and a target of the FBI.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Black Classic Press
blackclassicbooks.com
april@blackclassicbooks.com

PSYCHOLOGY

TRAUMA’S LABYRINTH
Reflections of a Wounded Healer
Laura K. Kerr
978-8985746013
$17.99 | Paperback
978-8985746006
$9.99 | Ebook

Trauma’s Labyrinth examines various causes of trauma, including the role society plays, and details how to treat trauma’s effects with hope for lasting, positive change.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
LK Kerr Books
laurakkerr.com
laura@laurakkerr.com

RELIGION

FORTY DAYS TO FORGIVENESS
A Christian’s Field Guide to the Forgiveness Journey
Dr. Ronald D Ramsey, MEd, DMin, LMFT
978-1664217645
$44.95 | Hardcover

978-1664217638 | $34.95 | Paperback
978-1664217621 | $3.99 | Ebook

Dr. Ramsey explores how to recover from experiencing interpersonal offenses and transgressions to reach emotional peace, through readings, worksheets, and devotionals.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Lighthouse Solutions
fortydaystoforgiveness.com
RonR@LighthouseSolutionsllc.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM

IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

RELIGION

WHY DO CATHOLICS DO THAT?
A Guide to the Teachings and Practices of the Catholic Church
Kevin Orlin Johnson, PhD
978-1929787005
$26.95 | Paperback

The Catholic classic, now expanded and updated with post-scripts answering more questions from readers during the past twenty-five years. Indispensable!

HOW TO ORDER
Small Press United
Pangeus
pangaeus.com
retail@pangaeus.com

SELF-HELP

DIANETICS: THE MODERN SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALTH
L. Ron Hubbard
978-1403144843
$40.00 | Hardcover
978-1403144461
$25.00 | Paperback

“While it’s true that Dianetics has become the self-improvement classic, there can be little doubt that it is just what people are now looking for …” — New York Post. 22 million sold!

HOW TO ORDER
Bookazine, Follett
Bridge Publications
bridgepub.com
trade@bridgepub.com

SELF-HELP

ONLY HUMAN
Guide to Our internal Human Operating System (iHOS) and Achieving a Better Life
Norbert Soski
978-1535614436
$25.00 | Hardcover
978-1535614429
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1535614450 | $9.99 | Ebook

“Expertly written, Only Human is an impressively presented instructional guide, [that] will prove to be a life-changing addition to personal reading lists.” — Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Straight-Up Soulutions
NorbertSoski.com
norbsoski@yahoo.com

SELF-HELP

SELF ANALYSIS
L. Ron Hubbard
978-1403144102
$35.00 | Hardcover
978-1403158888
$20.00 | Paperback


HOW TO ORDER
Bookazine, Follett
Bridge Publications
bridgepub.com
trade@bridgepub.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

SELF-HELP

SPIRITUALITY 104: REFLECTIONS IN MY MAGICAL MIRROR
Lessons of Love from the School of Life
Ivan Figueroa-Otero MD
Illustrated by Gil Acosta Design
978-1645430780
$14.95 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook)

A curated collection of the wisest quotes and loving messages from his trilogy. The author explains each quote to integrate the message into our daily lives.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, New Leaf Distributing Co. Mascot Books | mascotbooks.com
ifiguero@prtc.net

TEEN: FICTION

QUEER AS A FIVE-DOLLAR BILL
What If You Knew a Secret From History That Could Change the World?
Lee Wind
978-1732228108
$25.99 | Hardcover
978-1732228115
$13.99 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook)


HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
I’m Here. I’m Queer. What The Hell Do I Read?
leewind.org | leewindpublisher@gmail.com

TEEN: FICTION

PERSIMMON TAKES ON HUMANITY
The Enlightenment Adventures: Book One
Christopher Locke
978-0990419709
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0990419747
$2.99 | Ebook

“A truly great story about the world-changing power of compassion and how each of us can make a difference!” —Claire Howe, Humane Education Advocates Reaching Teachers

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Fathoming Press
christopher-locke.com
Christopher@christopher-locke.com

TEEN: FICTION

VINCENT AND THE DISSIDENTS
The Enlightenment Adventures: Book Two
Christopher Locke
978-0990419723
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0990419754
$3.99 | Ebook

Reviewers rave: a “gripping story” with “delightful characters.” Vincent the mink assembles his army of animals to rescue abused critters. Humans be warned!

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Fathoming Press
christopher-locke.com
Christopher@christopher-locke.com
TEEN: FICTION

WITH YOUR FRIENDS
William Grant
978-0578390178
$19.99 | Paperback

Peter Hansen navigates the waters of his senior year and parent’s divorce while falling for his new friend, Ryan.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
William Grant
williamgrantwrites.com
withyourfriendsbook@gmail.com

TEEN: NONFICTION

NO WAY, THEY WERE GAY?
Hidden Lives and Secret Loves
Lee Wind
978-1541581586
$37.32 | Hardcover
978-1541581623
$18.99 | Paperback

A Junior Library Guild Selection. “Entertaining, illuminating, and an accessible antidote to dominant histories.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Highly Recommended.” —Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist

HOW TO ORDER
Follett, Ingram Wholesale
Zest Books/Lerner Publishing Group
lernerbooks.com | custserve@lernerbooks.com

TRAVEL

EXPLORING WINE REGIONS — ARGENTINA
A Culinary, Agricultural and Interesting Journey Through Argentina
Michael C. Higgins, PhD

978-0996966016 | $34.95 | Paperback
978-0996966009 | $19.95 | Ebook

Insider’s guide to Argentina’s top-three wine regions. Packed with 500 spectacular photographs, entertaining stories, and educational journeys.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
International Exploration Society
ExploringWineRegions.com
Hello@ExploringWineRegions.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

BIBI BLUNDERMUSS AND THE TREE ACROSS THE COSMOS
Andrew Durkin
Illustrated by Devin Watson

978-8985899016 | $16.99 | Hardcover
978-0578972060
$12.99 | Paperback
979-8985899009 | $2.99 | Ebook

“The representation of a Black female protagonist grappling with her mental health is a welcome addition to the middle grade fantasy field.” —School Library Journal

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Yellow Bike Press
andrewdurkinwrites.com
andrew@yellowbikepress.com
Told in brief, repetitive episodes, this literary folktale follows a young, free-spirited boy through the stages of life as he searches for his true self.

**ICHIRO AND THE GREAT MOUNTAIN**
W. Nikola-Lisa
978-1734192384 | $18.99 | Hardcover
978-1734192391 | $11.39 | Paperback

**JaDa JOHNSON, INTERNATIONAL GIRL DETECTIVE**
The Case of the Emperor’s Scepter
Carris Kane
978-1664189157 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-1664189140 | $12.99 | Paperback
978-1664189133 | $3.99 | Ebook

“Jada Johnson is the young detective we need right now. Curious, kind, brave and sharp-witted, Jada will fascinate middle-grade and adult readers alike.” —Goodreads review

**MY LITTLE GREEN UMBRELLA**
Sandy Little
Illustrated by Tom Lintern
978-1977248220 | $30.95 | Hardcover
978-1977248213 | $19.95 | Paperback

When a young girl finds a very special green umbrella in a thrift shop, she soon finds a world of adventure at her fingertips.

**STATE OF THE UNION**
A Fina Mendoza Mystery
Kitty Felde
Illustrated by Imelda Hinojosa
978-1737097815 | $18.99 | Hardcover
978-1735976792 | $9.99 | Paperback
978-1737097808 | $5.99 | Ebook

The West Wing meets Nancy Drew.
“Kitty Felde is teaching our children all about Capitol Hill in a way that grabs and keeps their interest.” —U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer
YOUNG READER: FICTION

WILL’S ADVENTURE TO THE CANDY MOUNTAIN
Dr. Gerry Haller
Illustrated by YM Cho
978-1737200222
$24.95 | Hardcover
978-1737200246
$19.95 | Paperback
978-1737200253 | $7.99 | Ebook
“Follows a young boy embarking on a magical journey to Candy Ville. During his travels, he discovers how being a good/respectful person can really pay off.” —Foreword Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Children Are Special Press
ChildrenAreSpecialPress.com
ibmarket@optonline.net

YOUNG READER: NONFICTION

REVOLUTIONARY RED TRACTORS
Technology that Transformed American Farms
Lee Klancher and Katie Free
978-1642341232
$24.95 | Hardcover
978-1642341249
$9.99 | Ebook
Tractors are the new dinosaurs! Readers will travel through time on a journey that begins in 1830 and blasts into the future exploring the evolution of farm technology.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Octane Press
octanepress.com
sales@octanepress.com
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